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Yi-Ching Lee, John D. Lee, and Linda Ng Boyle. The Interaction of 
Cognitive Load and Attention-Directing Cues in Driving. S. 271-280. 

Objective: This study investigated the effect of a nondriving cognitively loading task on 

the relationship between drivers’ endogenous and exogenous control of attention. 

Background: Previous studies have shown that cognitive load leads to a withdrawal of 

attention from the forward scene and a narrowed field of view, which impairs hazard 

detection. Method: Posner’s cue-target paradigm was modified to study how endogenous 

and exogenous cues interact with cognitive load to influence drivers’ attention in a 

complex dynamic situation. In a driving simulator, pedestrian crossing signs that 

predicted the spatial location of pedestrians acted as endogenous cues. To impose 

cognitive load on drivers, we had them perform an auditory task that simulated the 

demands of emerging in-vehicle technology. Irrelevant exogenous cues were added to 

half of the experimental drives by including scene clutter. Results: The validity of 

endogenous cues influenced how drivers scanned for pedestrian targets. Cognitive load 

delayed drivers’ responses, and scene clutter reduced drivers’ fixation durations to 

pedestrians. Cognitive load diminished the influence of exogenous cues to attract 

attention to irrelevant areas, and drivers were more affected by scene clutter when the 

endogenous cues were invalid. Conclusion: Cognitive load suppresses interference from 

irrelevant exogenous cues and delays endogenous orienting of attention in driving. 

Application: The complexity of everyday tasks, such as driving, is better captured 

experimentally in paradigms that represent the interactive nature of attention and 

processing load.  

� Keywords: dual-task performance • attention • attentional processes • control of 

attention • driver behavior • in-vehicle technology • surface transportation 

systems • driver attention • hazard detection • field of view • pedestrian crossing 

signs • mergin in-vehilce technology • scene clutter • drivers' fixation durations • 

cue-target paradigm • cognitive load • endogenous and exogenous cues • target 

decision 

Lu Wang, Greg A. Jamieson, and Justin G. Hollands. Trust and Reliance 
on an Automated Combat Identification System. S. 281-291. 

Objective: We examined the effects of aid reliability and reliability disclosure on human 

trust in and reliance on a combat identification (CID) aid. We tested whether trust acts as 

a mediating factor between belief in and reliance on a CID aid. Background: Individual 

CID systems have been developed to reduce friendly fire incidents. However, these 

systems cannot positively identify a target that does not have a working transponder. 

Therefore, when the feedback is "unknown", the target could be hostile, neutral, or 



friendly. Soldiers have difficulty relying on this type of imperfect automation 

appropriately. Method: In manual and aided conditions, 24 participants completed a 

simulated CID task. The reliability of the aid varied within participants, half of whom were 

told the aid reliability level. We used the difference in response bias values across 

conditions to measure automation reliance. Results: Response bias varied more 

appropriately with the aid reliability level when it was disclosed than when not. Trust in 

aid feedback correlated with belief in aid reliability and reliance on aid feedback; however, 

belief was not correlated with reliance. Conclusion: To engender appropriate reliance on 

CID systems, users should be made aware of system reliability. Application: The 

findings can be applied to the design of information displays for individual CID systems 

and soldier training.  

� Keywords: automation • decision making • naturalistic decision making • 

cognitive processes • recognition • sensory and perceptual processes • visual 

feedback • fratricide • target identification 

Stephen Bao, Ninica Howard, Peregrin Spielholz, Barbara Silverstein, and 
Nayak Polissar. Interrater Reliability of Posture Observations. S. 292-
309. 

Objective: The aims of this research were (a) to study the interrater reliability of a 

posture observation method, (b) to test the impact of different posture categorization 

systems on interrater reliability, and (c) to provide guidelines for improving interrater 

reliability. Background: Estimation of posture through observation is challenging. 

Previous studies have shown varying degrees of validity and reliability, providing little 

information about conditions necessary to achieve acceptable reliability. Method: Seven 

raters estimated posture angles from video recordings. Different measures of interrater 

reliability, including percentage agreement, precision, expression as interrater standard 

deviation, and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), were computed. Results: Some 

posture parameters, such as the upper arm flexion and extension, had ICCs 0.50. Most 

posture parameters had a precision around the 10° range. The predefined categorization 

and 30° posture categorization strategies showed substantially better agreement among 

the raters than did the 10° strategy. Conclusions: Different interrater reliability 

measures described different aspects of agreement for the posture observation tool. The 

level of agreement differed substantially between the agreement measures used. 

Observation of large body parts generally resulted in better reliability. Wider width angle 

intervals resulted in better percentage agreement compared with narrower intervals. For 

most postures, 30°angle intervals are appropriate. Training aimed at using a properly 

designed data entry system, and clear posture definitions with relevant examples, 

including definitions of the neutral positions of the various body parts, will help improve 

interrater reliability. Application: The results provide ergonomics practitioners with 

information about the interrater reliability of a postural observation method and 

guidelines for improving interrater reliability for video-recorded field data.  

� Keywords: physical exposure assesment • postural observational method • 

reproducibility of posture estimation • field ergonomics assessment • posture 

observation data entry system • posture measurement training • quantification of 

reproducibility • reliability of posture observation 

Britta Husemann, Carolin Yvonne Von Mach, Daniel Borsotto, Kirsten 
Isabel Zepf, and Jutta Scharnbacher. Comparisons of Musculoskeletal 

Complaints and Data Entry Between a Sitting and a Sit-Stand 
Workstation Paradigma. S. 310-320. 

Background: Seated working positions are often regarded as a cause for discomfort in 

the musculoskeletal system. Performing work in different working positions—that is, 



alternating between sitting and standing (sit-stand workstation paradigm)—could help 

reduce physical complaints. Objective: The questions were whether performing office 

work partly in a standing position leads to reduced complaints and whether standing 

would change the efficiency of data entry office work. Method: We investigated the effect 

of a sit-stand workstation paradigmd during experimental data entry office work on 

physical and psychological complaints and data entry efficiency by conducting a 

randomized controlled trial with 60 male participants ages 18 to 35 years. Results: In 

this experiment, musculoskeletal complaints were reduced by a sit-stand workstation 

paradigm. A trend could be identified indicating a small but nonsignificant loss of 

efficiency in data entry while standing. Conclusion: A sit-stand workstation paradigm 

reduces musculoskeletal complaints without considerably affecting data entry efficiency 

under the presented study conditions (young male participants, short duration, fixed and 

controlled sit-stand workstation paradigm, simulated experimental working condition). 

Application: According to the present data, implementing a sit-stand workstation 

paradigm can be an effective workplace health intervention to reduce musculoskeletal 

complaints. This experiment encourages further studies on the effectiveness of a sit-stand 

workstation paradigm. Experimental research and field studies that prove the reduction of 

complaints when introducing a sit-stand workstation paradigm in the workplace could be 

the basis for evidence-based recommendations regarding such interventions.  

� Keywords: posture • cognition • workplace intervention • dual-task performance 

• attentional processes • workspace • built environmental design • 

macroergonomics and the environment • human-computer interaction (HCI) • 

computer systems • seated working positions • musculoskeletal discomfort • sit-

stand work station paradigm • sitting and standing • data entry office work • 

biomechanics • anthropometry • work physiology 

Leonard A. Breslow, Raj M. Ratwani, and J. Gregory Trafton. Cognitive 
Models of the Influence of Color Scale on Data Visualization Tasks. S. 
321-338. 

Objective: Computational models of identification and relative comparison tasks 

performed on color-coded data visualizations were presented and evaluated against two 

experiments. In this context, the possibility of a dual-use color scale, useful for both 

tasks, was explored, and the use of the legend was a major focus. Background: 
Multicolored scales are superior to ordered brightness scales for identification tasks, such 

as determining the absolute numeric value of a represented item, whereas ordered 

brightness scales are superior for relative comparison tasks, such as determining which of 

two represented items has a greater value. Method: Computational models were 

constructed for these tasks, and their predictions were compared with the results of two 

experiments. Results: The models fit the experimental results well. A multicolored, 

brightness-ordered dual-use scale supported high accuracy on both tasks and fast 

responses on a comparison task but relatively slower responses on the identification task. 

Conclusion: Identification tasks are solved by a serial visual search of the legend, whose 

speed and accuracy are a function of the discriminability of the color scales. Comparison 

tasks with multicolored scales are performed by a parallel search of the legend; with 

brightness scales, comparison tasks are generally solved by a direct comparison between 

colors on the visualization, without reference to the legend. Finally, it is possible to 

provide users a dual-use color scale effective on both tasks. Application: Trade-offs that 

must typically be made in the design of color-coded visualizations between speed and 

accuracy or between identification and comparison tasks may be mitigated.  

� Keywords: color scale • cognitive model • data visualization • visual displays • 

color code • displays and controls • computer displays • computational models • 

color identification • color matching • legends • visual search for colors • color 

comparison • color code-coded data visualizations • color-coded displays • 

multicolored scales • birghtness scales • visual search • serial visual search • 



parallel visual search • color-based categorization identification tasks • 

quantitative comparisons tasks 

Anne Miller, Carlos Scheinkestel, Anthony Limpus, Michele Joseph, Amod 
Karnik, and Bala Venkatesh. Uni- and Interdisciplinary Effects on Round 
and Handover Content in Intensive Care Units. S. 339-353. 

Objective: The aim of this study was to explore differences in the verbal content of 

handovers and rounds conducted in uni- and interdisciplinary social contexts. We 

expected higher proportions of goals to be articulated during interdisciplinary rounds. 

Background: Lack of explanatory connections between round improvement initiatives 

and outcomes suggest insufficient understanding about health care communications, 

especially the role of social interaction. Methods: The recognition-primed abstract 

decomposition space (RP-ADS) was used to analyze the information content of nurse 

handovers and morning rounds in a unidisciplinary- (physicians only) and an 

interdisciplinary-round intensive care unit (ICU). Data were collected using audio 

recordings of rounds and handovers for five patients for 5 days each in both ICUs. 

Results: Hierarchical log-linear analyses show strong associations between events 

(medical rounds vs. nurses’ shift handovers), type (uni- vs. interdisciplinary), and focus 

(levels of the RP-ADS) with highly significant combined two-way and higher-order 

interactions, LR 2(df = 4) = 30.91, p < .0001. All tests of partial association were also 

highly significant. Differences among levels of the variables were evaluated using 

standardized residuals. Conclusion: Nurses focused on RP-ADS data and intervention 

levels, whereas physicians focused on diagnoses and expectations. Clinical goals that 

integrate these orientations emerged to a greater extent in interdisciplinary rounds. In 

addition, social context of rounds appears to influence nurse handovers. Unidisciplinary 

ICU nurse handovers consisted of a series of data-and intervention-related observations, 

whereas ICU nurse handovers in interdisciplinary ICUs tended to integrate data, 

interventions and clinical goals. Application: These results are relevant to the design 

and implementation of clinical communication improvement initiatives and support tools.  

� Keywords: clinical communications • recognition-primed abstraction-

decomposition space • uni- and interdisciplinary handovers and rounds • intensive 

care units • social interaction • interdisciplinary social contexts • health care 

communication • RP-ADS • ICU • hierarchical-loglinear analyses • medical rounds 

• shift handovers • data and intervention levels • diagnoses and expectations • 

medical support tools 

Anne Miller, Carlos Scheinkestel, and Michele Joseph. Coordination and 
Continuity of Intensive Care Unit Patient Care. S. 354-367. 

Objective: Using Klein’s model of team coordination, we explored the null hypothesis 

that intensive care unit (ICU) care coordination unfolds as a linear sequence. Our intent 

was to generate hypotheses for further research and to provide interim recommendations 

for improving care coordination. We also explored factors contributing to care 

coordination (e.g., role responsibilities, support tools). Background: Although the body 

of clinical communications research is considerable, few studies address broader team 

processes in real-world environments; hence, these processes are not well understood. 

Methods: All bedside communications for 5 ICU patients were recorded for 5 days per 

patient and were coded using Klein’s model. Markov analysis was used to describe the 

care coordination process. Multivariate contingency table analysis and standardized 

parameter estimates described important contributing factors, and support tools were 

described using descriptive statistics. Results: First-, second-, and third-order Markov 

analyses show that care coordination does not unfold as a linear sequence; however, 

Markov diagrams suggest some process structure. Standardized parameter estimates of 

factors contributing to care coordination were calculated from a statistically significant 

three-way model (  2[df = 18] = 36.95, p < .005). Role-based differences depend on 



context, with important differences in contributions to care coordination occurring within 

rounds. Tools supported only 48% of conversations. Conclusion: Three alternative 

research hypotheses were defined with at least a minimal level of support. Testing these 

hypotheses present substantial theoretical, methodological, and data analysis challenges. 

Application: Within a research framework, recommendations for change could achieve 

significant gains for understanding and for reducing breakdowns in care coordination.  

� Keywords: Klein's model of team coordination • care coordination • clinical 

coordination • discontinuities in care delivery • Intensive Care Units • health and 

medical systems 

Carryl L. Baldwin and Ian Reagan. Individual Differences in Route-
Learning Strategy and Associated Working Memory Resources. S. 368-
377. 

Objective: The current investigation examined individual differences in route-learning 

strategies and their relative demands on visuospatial versus verbal working memory 

(WM) resources in virtual environments. Background: Learning new routes is a 

resource-demanding activity that must often be carried out in conjunction with other 

concurrent tasks. Virtual environments (VEs) are increasingly being used for training and 

research, pointing to the importance of determining the strategies people use to learn 

routes in these environments. Methods: Participants classified as having good or poor 

sense of direction (SOD) attempted to learn novel routes while concurrently performing 

either a verbal (articulatory suppression) or a visuospatial (tapping) WM interference 

task. Results: Different navigational strategies were observed in each SOD group. 

Individuals with poor SOD relied more heavily on verbal rather than visuospatial WM 

resources, as evidenced by greater disruption to route-learning performance from the 

articulatory suppression task relative to the tapping task. Conversely, individuals with 

good SOD exhibited more route-learning disruption from the tapping task, suggesting a 

greater reliance on visuospatial WM resources. Conclusion: Individuals differ from one 

another in the strategies they use and the WM resources they tap—verbal or 

visuospatial—to learn routes in VEs. Self-report measures can be used as indices of such 

individual differences in navigational strategy use in VE tasks. Application: Assessing 

SOD and associated WM resources have implications for targeted training for navigation 

in VEs and for the design of in-vehicle navigation systems.  

� Keywords: individual differences • virtual environments • spatial navigation • 

driver behavior • training • surface transportation systems • navigational 

strategies • dual-task performance • attentional processes • knowledge 

representation • cognitive processes • training • route learning strategies • 

visuospatial memory • verbal working memory • sense of direction • interference 

tasks • articulatory suppression • tapping task • navigation training • route 

guidance systems • working memory processes • unmanned areal vehicle 

operation 

Stéphane Caro, Viola Cavallo, Christian Marendaz, Erwin R. Boer, and 
Fabrice Vienne. Can Headway Reduction in Fog Be Explained by Impaired 

Perception of Relative Motion? S. 378-392. 

Objective: The goal of this study was to provide a better understanding of driver 

behavior in fog. Background: Impaired perception of changes in headway is 

hypothesized to be one of the reasons for shorter following distances in foggy conditions 

as compared with clear weather. Method: In the experiments described here, we 

measured response time for discriminating between whether the vehicle ahead is getting 

closer or farther away. Several visibility conditions were studied, ranging from a no-fog 

condition to a condition in which the vehicle could be seen only by its rear fog lights. 

Results: Fog conditions increased response times when the outline of the vehicle was 



barely visible or not visible at all. The longer response times in fog were attributable to 

the low contrast of the vehicle outline when still visible and to the smaller spacing 

between the two lights when the outline could not be properly perceived. Moreover, 

response times were found to be shorter for shorter following distances and for faster 

accelerations. Conclusion: Reducing headway could be a way for drivers to achieve 

faster discrimination of relative motion in foggy weather. More specifically, shortening 

one’s following distance until visibility of the lead vehicle changes from bad to good may 

have a perceptual control benefit, insofar as the response time gain compensates for the 

reduction in headway under these conditions. Applications: Potential applications include 

improving traffic safety. The results provide a possible explanation for close following in 

fog and point out the importance of rear-light design under these conditions.  

� Keywords: driver behavior • car following • fog • visibility conditions • relative 

motion • response time • highway safety • vision • reaction time • psychomoter 

processes • surface transportation systems • sensory and perceptual processes • 

foggy driving conditions • driving in fog • weather • following distances • distance 

headway • time headway • car acceleration • perceptual-control benefit • 

response-time gain • reduction in headway • contrast • fog lights • spacing 

between lights • rear-light design 

Wenbi Wang and Paul Miligram. Viewpoint Animation With a Dynamic 

Tether for Supporting Navigation in a Virtual Environment. S. 393-403. 

Objective: This study examined the concept of dynamic viewpoint tethering for 

enhancing performance in 3-D avatar control tasks. Background: Dynamic viewpoint 

tethering refers to a viewpoint animation technique that couples a display viewpoint to a 

controlled avatar through a virtual tether. A dynamic tether, modeled as a mass spring 

damper system, can potentially generate desirable viewpoint behavior because of its 

ability to produce frequency-separated viewpoint responses. This study investigated the 

impact of a tether’s rigidity and damping properties on users’ navigational performance. 

Methods: Twelve participants took part in a simulated 3-D aerial navigational task. 

Performance was evaluated with respect to local guidance and global awareness. 

Results: Root mean square error scores revealed a decrease in local guidance 

performance when (a) the tether was either severely underdamped or overdamped and 

(b) the tether’s rigidity approached either zero or infinity. In addition, (c) global 

performance was better for higher-frequency forcing functions. Conclusion: Critical 

damping and medium rigidity can be optimized during design for enhancing users’ 

navigational efficiency. Application: Guidelines generated from this study support future 

viewpoint design in interactive virtual reality applications.  

� Keywords: dynamic viewpoint tethering • navigation • virtual environment • 

viewpoint animation technique • desirable viewpoint behavior • frequency 

separated viewpoint response • navigational performance • rigidity and damping • 

local guidance • global awareness • tether rigidity • tether characteristics • 

interactive virtual reality applications 

John K. Lenneman and Richard W. Backs. Cardiac Autonomic Control 
During Simulated Driving With a Concurrent Verbal Working Memory 

Task. S. 404-418. 

Objective: The objective of the study was to illustrate sensitivity and diagnosticity 

differences between cardiac measures and lane-keeping measures of driving 

performance. Background: Previous research suggests that physiological measures can 

be sensitive to the effects of driving and side task performance and diagnostic of the 

source of the attentional demands. We hypothesized that increases in side task difficulty 

would elicit physiological change without reduction of driving task performance and that 

the side task demands would elicit patterns of autonomic activity that map to specific 



attentional processing resources. Method: Separately and concurrently, thirty-two 

participants performed a simulated driving task and verbal working memory task (with 

two levels of difficulty, 0 back and 3 back) separately and concurrently. Attentional 

demands were assessed through physiological and performance measures. Results: 
Cardiac measures reflected changes in attentional demand from single- to dual-task 

driving with an n-back task, whereas lane-keeping measures did not. Furthermore, 

patterns of autonomic activity elicited by driving, n-back task, and dual-task driving with 

a 3-back task were consistent with our predictions about autonomic activity. Conclusion: 
Changes in cardiac measures without changes in lane-keeping measures provide evidence 

that cardiac measures can be sensitive to hidden costs in attention that do not manifest 

in coarse measures of driving performance. Furthermore, correct predictions regarding 

the patterns of autonomic activity elicited suggests that cardiac measures can serve as 

diagnostic tools for attention assessment. Application: Because of the demonstrated 

differences in sensitivity and diagnosticity, researchers should consider the use of cardiac 

measures in addition to driving performance measures when studying attention in a 

driving simulator environment.  

� Keywords: sensitivity and diagnosticity differences • cardiac measures • driving 

performance • attentional demands • driving simulator 

Keith S. Jones, Patricia R. DeLucia, Allyson R. Hall, and Brian R. Johnson. 
Can Metric Feedback Training Hinder Actions Involving Distance? S. 419-
432. 

Objective: The present studies tested whether distance estimation training with metric 

feedback can degrade the performance of untrained primarily perceptual-motor tasks. 

Background: Training with metric feedback can improve distance estimations. However, 

previous research led to the conclusion that those improvements stemmed from changes 

in cognitive processing rather than in perception. If trainees applied their new cognitive 

strategies to primarily perceptual-motor tasks, then the performance of those tasks 

should degrade. The present studies tested that possibility. Method: Experiment 1 

sought to replicate that training with metric feedback would improve metric distance 

estimations. Experiments 2 and 3 investigated whether such training would degrade the 

performance of a primarily perceptual-motor task. Experiment 4 investigated whether 

such training would affect a perceptual-motor task that required cognition. Results: 
Metric feedback improved metric distance estimation (Experiments 1—4) and throwing to 

a specified distance (Experiment 4). Metric feedback degraded throwing to a target 

(Experiments 2 and 3), although that effect was not evident when pretesting was omitted 

(Experiment 3). Conclusion: If distance estimation trainees apply what they learned 

from metric feedback to untrained primarily perceptual-motor tasks, then the 

performance of those tasks will suffer. However, if trainees apply what they learned to 

untrained tasks that require metric estimation, then the performance of those tasks will 

improve. Application: Distance estimation training with metric feedback may not 

generalize to other tasks and may even degrade performance on certain tasks. Future 

research must specify the conditions under which distance estimation training with metric 

feedback leads to performance improvements and decrements.  

� Keywords: distance estimation • training • metric feedback • action • perceptual-

motor tasks • performance • cognitive strategies • cognition • metric estimation 


